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NEW CONCEPT 
OF POOLS
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About us
Since its creation in 2015,  the American - Spanish company
has not stopped growing and innovating to turn pools into a
safe and multifunctional space.

Our priority is the satisfaction of our clients. We operate in
Europe and the US with facilities in Madrid (Spain) 
and Miami (US).

Our outrageously innovative and elegant pools are
patented. We follow the highest standards of manufacture
with the best materials to offer our clients confident results 
and long-lasting pools.
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PRACTICAL AND
EFFECTIVE SYSTEM

Our system has managed
to bring together some of the most
sought-after features for both
indoor and outdoor areas. 

Those characteristics are the use of
space, children's safety, and the
tranquility of people with reduced
mobility. We have introduced a New
Concept of pool where you can
select the depth anytime, anywhere.
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 EFFICIENCY AND
SUSTAINABILITY

With poolconcept, fewer chemicals are
used in the pool, less expenditure on
natural and economic resources, an
increase in temperature regulation
and greater cleaning of the water.

NEWEST DOMOTIC
SYSTEMS

You can select the depth of your
pool with a digital assistant.
PoolConcept is compatible with
home automation systems such as
Siri, Google, or Alexa. The pool may
also have a security integrated
system allowing the movable floor
to stop when the camera registers
movement around the pool.



WHICH DEPTH OF POOL...

M A K E  
the most of 100% of the space of
your lot without losing the design.

C H O O S E
not to give up the space allocated to
your pool.



I N V E S T
in safety for children by regulating the depth of

the pool.

... DO YOU PREFER?

P E R F E C T
 for people with reduced mobility. The platform

supports the weight of the person while going down.



Why us?
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HOUSING REVALUATION

How much do the square feet cost in a residential home? With this new system, you
can take advantage of all the space on the lot. The client will be able to enjoy their
pool without giving up their patio.

SECURITY HAS NEVER BEEN SO LUXURIOUS

The safety of children is an issue that worries worldwide. Therefore, measures have
been taken to prevent accidents. With poolconcept, child protection can be stylish,
effective, and practical due to its height-adjustable bottom.

ONE MORE FUNCTION IN YOUR HOME AUTOMATION.

Poolconcept can install a camera around the perimeter of your pool. You can
control the system and program the movement of the platform from your mobile
phone or with your virtual voice assistant.



IGUAZÚ
A rigid platform that descends
in the same block all the way
to the bottom of the pool.

YOSEMITE

As the platform descends, steps are
formed to access the pool. The rigid
part, which is not staggered, Drops
until it adapts to the pool's bottom.
 

NIÁGARA

Platform that descends in block
and adapts to the unevenness
of the pool. 

As the platform descends,
steps are formed to access
the pool.

VICTORIA

POOL FLOORS

1 2 3 4



How we work

 DESIGN

Our technicians
would be coming
over to your place
to make a site
survey of the
project.

POOL ADAPTATIONS

Once agreed on
designs, you should
decide whether yo want
to use your own builder
for any requested
adaptation, or we can
make it with our own
builders.

MANUFACTURING

Upon contract
signature and
drawings approval,
manufacturing
starts and after (8)
weeks, your cover
will be ready to
install.

INSTALLATION

Once all is ready to
install, another (1 )
week is needed to
get the job done.

FINISH

Pool Concept covers
may hold weight up
to 50 pounds per
square foot, so any
type of deking is
compatible with it.
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PROJECT DESIGN

Our engineers will elaborate on a customized project until
the client is satisfied.

WHAT IS
INCLUDED?

MANUFACTURE

In our facilities. We will be in contact with the client to send
him a follow-up.

INSTALLATION

Price including the product transportation and stay of the
operators.

WARRANTY

It has a two-year warranty for motors and 10 years
anticorrosion. After that period, you can choose an annual
maintenance plan.



O U R  P H I L O S O P H Y

"WE ARE NOT A POOL
COVER, WE ARE AN
INVESTMENT TO
IMPROVE YOUR
LIFESTYLE.”
POOLCONCEPT
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RESIDENTIAL PROJECTS

invest in the platform for the safety of
children and 

of residential customers buy our movable
floors to take advantage of the space.

 buy our system for the unique design.

40 %

30 %

30 %



COMMERCIAL PROJECTS
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 invest in our system for the elegance of
the design.

of the clients in the hotel sector buy our
mobile floors to take advantage of the
space.

60 %

40 %



THERAPEUTIC PROJECTS
of clients in the therapeutic sector invest in our
walkable floors for safety and medical assistance.

100 %



MIAMI, FL

Home owner

I bought the platform before
the pandemic and it has
saved my life. My children
were able to enjoy the garden
and pool when space was
limited. Now we couldn't live
without it.
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MADRID, SP

Commercial space owner

We are a boutique hotel in the
city, and the outdoor space
was small for a pool if we also
wanted to organize events.
We found this solution, and
besides that it solves the
matter of space, clients are
amazed when they see the
pool cover in motion.

GUADALAJARA, SP

Clinic owner

I am the owner of a clinic for
children with disabilities. I wanted
to create a space for the kids, and
I found this solution that could
include medical equipment on
top. The children's parents also
found it to be a fantastic system.



YOUTUBE
PoolConcept

FOLLOW US

INSTAGRAM
Poolconceptcubiertas

LINKEDIN
Poolconcept
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Work 
with us

WEBSITE

www.poolconceptusa.com

EMAIL

glenda@poolconceptusa.com
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CONTACT

305 316 8491


